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Current European Patent System
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Obtaining a “European Patent”
• File a single patent application at the EPO
– covers 38 countries
• EPO handles prosecution and allowance
• EPO also handles post-grant opposition
– filed at the EPO up to 9 months after grant
– whole “European patent” stands or falls in central
opposition
• None of this will change
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Post-Grant “Validation” in Europe
• After grant, European patent splits into separate national
patents in each EPO country
• Take action (validate) only in those countries where you
want a patent
• Each patent enforced separately, in the relevant national
court
• This system will remain
• New alternative procedure will soon also be available
– the unitary patent
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Post-Grant Litigation in Europe
• Currently, infringement and validity of granted European
patents dealt with separately for each country in individual
national courts

• New Unified Patent Court (UPC) will give a single decision
on infringement and/or validity, applying to all UPC member
states
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Why a Single EU Patent System?
• Reduce Cost
“According to a European Commission study, reforms of the EU patent system
could save some companies at least €150m in patent litigation and registration
cost. This is because, at present, in order to defend their IP rights, patent
owners must pursue cases in every EU member-state court separately. They
must also register and pay renewal fees for these patents in each individual
country”
1

• Encourage broader geographical coverage across EU
“Because of the high costs and heavy administrative procedure to validate a
patent in each Member State, an average European patent is only validated in 5
Member States leading to fragmentation of the internal market.”
2

• Promote European innovation and R&D investment
“Fragmentation makes patented inventions less valuable. This inhibits
innovation and hinders cross-border activities.”
“A single EU patent system would remove a competitive handicap suffered by
Europe’s innovators and would stimulate investment in research and
development.”
2

3

1

IP World, 7 Dec. 2009
European Commission News, 1 April 2011
3
European Commission Press Release, 2 February 2004
2
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The “Unitary Patent Package”
1) Unitary Patent Protection
• EU Patent Regulation - signed 17 December 2012
– one patent covering multiple EU Member states
– one annual renewal fee instead of multiple separate national fees

• Linguistic Arrangements - signed 17 December 2012
– until quality machine translations are available, translation into one
other EU language

2) Unified Patent Court (UPC)
• Agreement signed 19 February 2013
– single court with jurisdiction in multiple EU countries over patents
granted by the EPO
• Entry into force 4 months after ratification of UPC Agreement by
13th member state
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Where and When?
• Will come into effect 4 months after 13 states (including GB,
DE, FR) have ratified the UPC agreement
– Ratified so far

• Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Luxembourg,
Malta, Portugal, Sweden
– Not yet ratified

• Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, United Kingdom,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Netherlands, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia
– Outside the system

• Spain, Croatia, Poland* (EU states)
• Albania, Switzerland/Liechtenstein, Iceland, Monaco,
Macedonia, Norway, Serbia, San Marino, Turkey (non-EU
states)
– Early 2017?
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Geographical Coverage
• Most EU countries
participating in both
unitary patent and UPC
– Spain, Croatia not
participating in
unitary patent or UPC
– Poland in unitary
patent, but not UPC
• Non-EU countries not
part of either unitary
patent or UPC
12
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Unitary Patent
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Unitary Patent
• Single “validation” of granted European patent covering all
countries in the unitary system
– cannot be split - you must have all states that are
available at your date of grant
– protection only in those states that have ratified when
the patent issues – cannot add more countries later
– single patent right – can’t separately assign ownership
of individual countries
• For non-available EPO countries, you must still use current
system of separate national validation
14
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Unitary Patent – how to apply
• File an application at the EPO
– application examined and granted by the EPO – same as
today

• Within one month of grant, opt for:
– a classical European patent validated separately in
individual European states only – same as today
– a single Unitary patent with effect in up to 26 EU states*
– a combination: Unitary Patent for up to 26 EU states*;
classical validation in other EPC countries of interest,
e.g. Spain, Croatia, Norway, Switzerland, Turkey
* countries that have ratified at the time your patent is granted
15
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Unitary Patent – translations
• Current system in UPC countries (patent in
English)
– No translations needed
• FR, DE, GB, IE, LU, MT

– Translate claims into local language
• DK, FI, HU, LV, LT, NL, SE, SI

– Translation of whole patent
• AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, EE, GR, IT, PL, PT, RO, SK

• Unitary patent
– Eventual aim to dispense with translation requirements
– Initially, translate whole patent into one other EU
language (if patent in English)
16
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Unitary Patent – renewal fees
• Current system
– Pay separate annuity to each national office every year
– Costs depend on how many/which countries you
validate in
– Possible to drop countries during lifetime of patent and
reduce ongoing costs

• Unitary patent
– Single annual fee to cover whole available unitary area
– Equivalent to national annuities for GB+FR+DE+NL
– No option to cut back countries—must retain whole
available unitary area as a a single block
17
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Unitary Patent – renewal fees
YEAR

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TOTAL
(EUR)

EPO
(pending
applications)

GB+DE+FR

26 EU States
(including Italy)

465
580
810
1040
1155
1265
1380
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560
1560

38
108
108
178
296
426
506
620
740
920
1130
1360
1600
1860
2150
2440
2740
3040
3330

38
1298
1874
2605
3361
4006
4865
5803
6646
7734
8883
10124
11341
12567
14019
15403
16715
18310
19847

Unitary Patent
(up to 26 EU states*, excluding
Spain, Croatia)
35
105
145
315
475
630
815
990
1175
1460
1775
2105
2455
2830
3240
3640
4055
4455
4855

23,855

23,590

165,439

35,555

* Unitary Patent only covers states that have ratified UPC Agreement at time of validation – cannot add states later
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Unitary Patent – renewal fees
• Unitary Patent renewal fees will be cheaper than
European patent validated in five or more states
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Validity and Infringement
• Current system
– EPO opposition only way to revoke whole EP patent
– After opposition deadline, validity can only be
challenged nationally in each separate EP country
– Infringement handled separately in each national court

• Unitary Patent
– EPO opposition only way to revoke whole EP patent
– For lifetime of patent, validity and/or infringement can be
considered for whole of unitary area in single action at
the Unified Patent Court
– National litigation not possible for unitary patent
20
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Classical or Unitary Patent?
• Yes
– if you want to obtain and maintain your European patent
in lots of countries at a lower cost
• No
– if you usually only validate your European patents in a
small number of countries
– if you want to be able to reduce the list of countries
during the lifetime of the patent

• Maybe
– depending on your opinion of the Unified Patent Court…
unitary patent may be less appealing while opt-out of
UPC possible for classically validated patents
21
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Unified Patent Court (“The UPC”)
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Unified Patent Court – The Court
Arbitration & Mediation
Centre
(Lisbon, Lublijana)

Local Division

(optional)

Court of Appeal
(Luxembourg)

Referral to CJEU
(Questions of
EU law)

Regional Division
Central Division
(Paris, London, Munich)

(optional)

= legally qualified judge
= technically qualified judge
23
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Unified Patent Court – The Divisions
Central Division

•

Declaration of non-infringement

•

Revocation actions

Language of the patent (English, French, German)

Local/Regional
Division
where
infringement
occurred
or
defendant
domiciled

•

Infringement actions and preliminary injunctions

•

Counterclaims for revocation with discretion to either:

-

Proceed with revocation action,

-

Refer revocation to central division and suspend or proceed
with infringement case, or

-

Refer entire case to central division (with agreement of the
parties)

“Local” language
24
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Unified Patent Court – The Proceedings
•

Rules of Procedure

•

Largely Written Procedure
• Statement of claim
• Full facts, evidence (if available) and arguments, including construction of
claims
• Defence/Counterclaim
• 2/3 months after Statement of Claim with again all relevant facts, prior art,
evidence and construction of claims
• Reply, Rejoinder, Amendment of patent
• Typically will last six months

•

Discovery
• Limited and not by right
• Article 54 UPC-A lists type evidence
• where a party has “presented reasonably available evidence sufficient to
support its claims and has in substantiating those claims specified evidence
that lies in the control of the opposing party or third party”
• ‘Saisie’ available (Article 60 UPC-A)
25
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Unified Patent Court – The Proceedings
Interim procedure – Presided over by Judge Rapporteur:
• Further pleadings, documents, directions regarding evidence (experts and crossexamination, experiments etc.)
• Typically will last three months
Oral Procedure
• Possibility of separate witness hearing with cross-examination
• Trial – typically will last only one day
• Judgment within 6 weeks
Representation
• Lawyer
• European Patent Attorneys

Fees
• Fixed fee
• Value-based fee (smaller entity exemption)
Remedies
• Articles 61-64 UPC-A outline remedies
• Not punitive but can take into account ‘moral prejudice’
• Costs can be recovered
26
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Evidence in the UPC
• Means of giving or obtaining evidence includes:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

hearing the parties
requests for information
production of documents
hearing witnesses
opinions by experts
inspection
comparative tests or experiments
sworn statements in writing (affidavits)
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Expert Witnesses in the UPC
• Questioning of witnesses and experts
– under control of Court
– limited to what is necessary
– Court may appoint court experts

 Not expected to be used extensively, given aim of
streamlined procedure and reduced court time
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Discovery (Disclosure) in the UPC
• Available but limited. Party must
– present reasonably available evidence sufficient to
support its claims
• must already have made a reasonable case for infringement

– specify evidence which lies in the control of opposing or
3rd party
• must identify what you want
• no fishing or speculation

• May include communication of banking, financial
or commercial documents
• Subject to the protection of confidential information
• Order not result in obligation of self-incrimination
29
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Saisie in the UPC
• Procedure for preserving evidence
– patentee can have alleged infringement recorded by a
bailiff who may enter place of alleged infringement and
seize items evidencing infringement
• detailed description of what is found, with/without taking of
samples
• physical seizure of infringing goods, and, where appropriate,
materials and implements used in the production and/or
distribution of these goods and documents relating thereto

• May be ex parte, but may need to lodge security
• Must present reasonably available evidence
sufficient to support claim of (imminent)
infringement
30
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Privilege at the UPC
• Any confidential communication between client
and lawyer or patent attorney from whom advice is
sought in professional capacity is privileged
– privilege applies to proceedings before UPC or in
arbitration or mediation proceedings
– advice sought may be for UPC proceedings or otherwise
– may be written or oral
– must remain confidential
– applies also to communications between client and
lawyer or patent attorney employed by client
– may be waived
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Privilege at the UPC
• Privilege extends to work product of lawyer or
patent attorney
– communications between lawyers and/or patent
attorneys employed in the same firm or entity, or
between lawyers and/or patent attorneys employed by
the same client
– any record of a privileged communication

• Privilege prevents lawyer or patent attorney and
his client from being questioned or examined
about contents or nature of their communications
32
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Privilege at the UPC
• “Lawyer” includes any person qualified to practise as a
lawyer and give legal advice under the law of the state
where he practises and who is professionally
instructed to give such advice
• “Patent attorney” includes a person recognised as
eligible to give advice under the law of the state where
he practises in relation to the protection of any
invention or to the prosecution or litigation of any
patent or patent application and is professionally
consulted to give such advice
•  Covers US lawyers and patent attorneys
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Litigation Privilege at the UPC
• Where a client, or a lawyer or patent attorney
instructed by a client in a professional capacity,
communicates confidentially with a third party for
the purposes of obtaining information or evidence
of any nature for the purpose of or for use in any
proceedings, including proceedings before the
European Patent Office, such communications
shall be privileged from disclosure as above
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Court fees
•

Combination of fee types, payable at same time
– fixed fees for each type of action, application etc
– additional value-based fees for some actions (e.g. infringement)

•

Only one fixed fee and one value based fee payable per case even if more than one
claimant/more than one defendant/more than one patent at issue

•

Fixed fee €20,000 for revocation action/counterclaim for revocation

•
-

Fixed fee €11,000 for:
infringement action
counterclaim for infringement
declaration of non-infringement
application for provisional measures
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UPC Enforcement Fees vs. National Courts
 For high value actions, court fees for infringement
actions lower in UPC than German courts
350000

Court fees (€)

300000

250000

200000

DE
UPC
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150000

100000

50000

0
100000

1000000

Value of dispute (€)

10000000

Court fees – reductions/reimbursements
• Small enterprises/micro enterprises entitled to 40%
reduction in court fees (fixed and value-based)
– penalty for claiming incorrectly
• Case heard by single judge:
– 25% reimbursed
• Partial reimbursement if action withdrawn/settled
– 20%, 40% or 60% depending on stage of action
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Recoverable costs
• Unsuccessful party bears successful party’s costs
• Amount recoverable decided by court
• Ceiling for what is recoverable, based on value of case
– ceiling applies per case, not per party or per patent
– court has discretion to raise the ceiling in limited situations
Value of the proceeding

Ceiling for recoverable costs

Up to and including 250.000 €

Up to 38.000 €

Up to and including 500.000 €

Up to 56.000 €

Up to and including 1.000.000 €

Up to 112.000 €

Up to and including 2.000.000 €

Up to 200.000 €

Up to and including 4.000.000 €

Up to 400.000 €

Up to and including 8.000.000 €

Up to 600.000 €

Up to and including 16.000.000 €

Up to 800.000 €

Up to and including 30.000.000 €

Up to 1.200.000 €

Up to and including 50.000.000 €

Up to 1.500.000 €

More than 50.000.000 €

Up to 2.000.000 €
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Unified Patent Court – The Law
Article 24 of The Unified Patent Court Agreement:
“(1)

… the Court shall base its decisions on:
(a) Union law;
(b) this Agreement;
(c) the EPC;
(d) other international agreements applicable to patents and
binding on all the Contracting Member States; and
(d) national law.”

•

Infringement: Articles 25-29 of The Unified Patent Court Agreement
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Enforcement
• Current system
– EPO only handles validity, not infringement
– Infringement handled separately by national courts in
each EP state

• UPC system
– Single infringement action can be brought centrally at
UPC
– Single decision from UPC will apply across all UPC
states
– For non-UPC states, separate national actions still
needed
40
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Choice of Location/Language
• Choice of location for filing infringement
proceedings
– local/regional division covering EP state where
infringement occurred
– local/regional division covering state where defendant
domiciled
– forum shopping by patent proprietor?

• Language of proceedings
– determined by local/regional division
• “local” language or EU language selected by division
• e.g. Nordic/Baltic division (Sweden, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia)
expected to only take proceedings in English
41
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Counterclaim for Revocation
• Local/Regional division has discretion to:
– proceed with infringement and revocation actions
– refer revocation action to central division and proceed
with infringement case
– refer revocation action to central division and suspend
infringement case pending decision on validity
– refer whole case (infringement and validity) to central
division (with consent of the parties)
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Who Can Bring Infringement Action?
• Patent proprietor
• Exclusive licensee
– unless licence agreement provides otherwise
– provided patent proprietor is given prior notice
– patent proprietor entitled to join the action

• Non-exclusive licensee
– only if expressly permitted by licence agreement
– provided patent proprietor is given prior notice
– patent proprietor entitled to join the action
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Action by Licensee
• Licensee cannot defend a counterclaim for revocation
– patent proprietor can join the action to defend the counterclaim
– or separate action against patent proprietor for revocation

• Licensee may have no control over patent proprietor’s
defence against revocation action
– arguments, evidence, amendments

• When drafting future licence agreements
– explicit indication of whether or not licensee has right to file UPC
infringement action
– consider provisions for licensee control of patent proprietor’s
response to any UPC revocation action
44
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Unified Patent Court – The Timeline (Infringement)

Patentee files
claim
including
facts relied on
and available
evidence
(Rule 13)

Defendant
response for
noninfringement and
possible
counterclaim for
revocation
(Rules 24 and 25)

Patentee
reply for
infringement
and defence
to
counterclaim
(Rule 29)
plus any
application
to amend
(Rule 30)

Interim
procedure
including
conference
(Rules
101-110)

Summons
to Oral
Hearing
(Rule 108)

7-9 M
0M

3M

5M

Final
Written
Decision
(Rule 118)

12 M
7-11 M

Defence to counterclaim and
application to amend (7
months), Patentee reply to
defence (8 months), and
Defendant rejoinder (9
months) (Rules 29, 32)

10-11 M

< 14 M

Oral Hearing
(Rules 111117)
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Unified Patent Court – The Law
Article 24 of The Unified Patent Court Agreement:
“(1)

… the Court shall base its decisions on:
(a) Union law;
(b) this Agreement;
(c) the EPC;
(d) other international agreements applicable to patents and
binding on all the Contracting Member States; and
(d) national law.”

•

Infringement: Articles 25-29 of The Unified Patent Court Agreement
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Revocation/Invalidity Actions
• Current system
– EPO opposition available for 9 months after patent
grant, only way to revoke whole EP patent
– After opposition deadline, validity can only be
challenged nationally in each separate EP country

• UPC System
– EPO opposition available for 9 months after patent
grant, still only way to revoke whole EP patent
– For lifetime of patent, validity can be assessed for whole
of unitary area in single action at the Unified Patent
Court
– For countries not covered by UPC, national challenge
still required after opposition deadline
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Revocation Actions
• Who
– invalidity/revocation action can be filed by anyone
– no standing requirement
– thought that strawman (anonymous) actions will be possible

• Where
– at the relevant central division
• London – life-sciences, chemical, and medical device cases
• Munich – mechanical engineering cases
• Paris
– everything else (IT, electronics, and telecoms cases)

• Language of proceedings
– language of the patent (English, French, German)
48
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Revocation Proceedings
• UPC may revoke a patent only on grounds of:
– excluded subject matter, lack of novelty, lack of inventive
step, lack of industrial application (A.52-57 EPC)
– insufficiency (A.83 EPC)
– added subject matter (A.123 EPC)
– lack of entitlement (A.60(1) EPC)
– national prior rights (A.139(2) EPC)

• Auxiliary Requests permissible
– must be “reasonable” in number
– Explanation as to why amendments satisfy requirements for
clarity (A.84 EPC) and no added subject matter (A.123(2) and
123(3) EPC)
49
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Unified Patent Court – The Timeline (Revocation)

Petitioner
files claim
including
facts relied on
and available
evidence
(Rule 44)

Patentee
response (Rule
49) including any
amendments to
patent and
possible
counterclaim for
infringement

5M

2M

Petitioner’s
reply (Rule
51) including
defence to
counterclaim
(Rule 59)

12 M
7-10 M

Petitioner
rejoinder
to reply
(Rule 56.4)

Final
Written
Decision
(Rule 118)

Summons
to Oral
Hearing
(Rule 108)

6M

4M
0M

Interim
procedure
including
conference
(Rules
101-110)

Patentee
reply to
defence to
counterclaim
(Rule 56.3)

10-11 M

< 14 M

Oral Hearing
(Rules 111117)
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Unified Patent Court – EPO Oppositions
Rule 295 – Stay of proceedings
“The Court may stay proceedings:
(a) where it is seized of an action relating to a patent which is also the subject of
opposition proceedings or limitation proceedings (including subsequent appeal
proceedings) before the European Patent Office or a national authority where a
decision in such proceedings may be expected to be given rapidly”

Rule 298 -– Accelerated proceedings before the European Patent Office
“The Court may of its own motion or at the request of a party request that
opposition proceedings or limitation proceedings (including any subsequent
appeal proceedings) before the European Patent Office be accelerated in
accordance with the proceedings of the European Patent Office. The Court may
stay its proceedings in accordance with Rule 295(a) pending the outcome of
such request and any subsequent accelerated proceedings.”
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Strategies
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UPC Strategies
• Forum shopping?

• Transitional provisions
– opting out of the UPC’s jurisdiction

• Alternative filing strategies
• UPC revocation vs EPO opposition
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Strategies
- Forum Shopping
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Choice of Forum
• Patent proprietor may have a choice of local/regional
division when filing an infringement action
– local/regional division covering any UPC state where
infringement occurred
– local/regional division covering UPC state where
defendant domiciled

• What difference might the choice of division make?
• All divisions of the same Unified Patent Court
– should be applying the same law and procedures
– will all divisions be the same in practice?
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Choice of Forum - Language
• Language of proceedings determined by local/regional
division
– a “local” language of that division or EU language
selected by division
– e.g. Nordic/Baltic division (Sweden, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia) expected to only take proceedings in English

• Different to revocation proceedings in the central
division which are held in language of the patent
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Choice of Forum - Judges
• All divisions will have a multinational composition

• Regional divisions/”popular” local divisions
– 2 judges from that region/state
– 1 non-national judge

• Other local divisions
– 1 judge from that state
– 2 non-national judges

• Pool of judges used to fill the “non-national” slots

Popular = 50 or more cases per year over 3 year period
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Uncertainty over Judges (1)
• Will the bias towards local judges result in different
approaches in different divisions (at least initially)?
– currently differences in practice between different EU
national courts, e.g. claim construction, use of
equivalents

– the use of non-national “pool” judges in every case may
help to avoid this
– any differences may be smoothed out by UPC appeals,
but this will take time
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Uncertainty over Judges (2)
• Will the lack of experienced judges in some countries
lead to inconsistent/bad decisions?
– extensive training of new judges expected
– local divisions in smaller countries will include two
experienced “pool” judges: avoid bad decisions and
help to train local judges more quickly

• Hopefully these questions/concerns are temporary…
– in the meantime, which local/regional division do you
choose?
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Strategies
- Transitional Period
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UPC Competence
• Unified Patent Court will have exclusive competence
for
– all “unitary patent” cases
– all other European patents granted by the EPO
• including all existing European patents

• Default is that all existing patents granted by the EPO
will move from the jurisdiction of the national courts to
the jurisdiction of the UPC
– even those EP patents granted before the UPC
agreement was even written
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Transitional Period
• Transitional period of 7 years (possibly +7 more)

• During the transitional period:
– parties can choose between UPC/national courts
– possible for Proprietor to “opt-out” of UPC and keep
patent only in the current system of national litigation
• After the transitional period:
– opt-out no longer possible
– all patents granted by the EPO will fall under UPC
jurisdiction for all UPC states
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Opting Out
• Opt-out possible for existing and future EP patents and
pending EPO applications, except:
– where “unitary patent” is selected
– after UPC proceedings have been initiated under the
patent

• Opt-out remains in force for lifetime of patent
– even after end of the transitional period
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Opt-out Procedure
• Separate opt-out required for each EP patent
– no fee

• Sunrise provisions expected
– period before entry into force of UPC where patent
holders can register an opt-out

• Opt-out not effective until it is registered
– if a UPC revocation action is filed by a third party before
you opt-out then you are trapped in the UPC system
– get all opt-out requests registered before the end of the
sunrise period
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Opting In
• After a patent has been opted out, it can be opted back in
at a later date
– as long as national proceedings have not been started
• You can only opt out once
– if you opt back in, that applies for the remaining life of
the patent
• Strategic option: opt out to avoid central revocation, but
opt back in if desired to enforce centrally against an EUwide infringer
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Opting Out: Co-Owners/Assignments
• Application for opt-out must be made by all owners of
that patent in all UPC states
• Opt out request needs to be made by the legally
correct owner(s) at that date, not the owner recorded
on the EPO register/national registers
• Are you the sole owner in all states or is there a joint
owner/different owner in any UPC state?
– all owners must act together
– all owners must agree about opting out
– issue to consider in co-ownership agreements
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Opting Out: Get It Right!
• The EPO will not check that the person who files the
opt-out request is entitled to do so
– in theory anyone can opt out a patent!

• If opt-out filed incorrectly, it does not have effect until it
is corrected
– who is the actual legal owner at date of opt-out?
– are there any other owners in any UPC states?

• Make sure you get it right!
– if opt out is invalid, third party can file a UPC revocation
action and trap you in the UPC system
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Opting Out: Licenses
• Only the Proprietor(s) can opt out, not licensees
– Even an exclusive licensee cannot opt out a patent

• Issue to consider in existing and future license
agreements
– does the license give the licensee the power to force the
Proprietor to opt-out (or to not opt-out)?
– can the Proprietor opt out/opt back in against the
licensee’s wishes?
– should existing license agreements be renegotiated to
clarify these issues?
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Potential Advantages: Central Enforcement
• Single action to cover all infringing acts across whole
UPC territory
• Remedies apply across whole territory of UPC, e.g.
– damages
– injunctions
– corrective measures (e.g. seizure/destruction/recall of
infringing products)
– declaration of infringement
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Potential Advantages: Preliminary Measures
• Preliminary measures may be available, applying
across whole territory of UPC
• May include:
– saisie (preserve evidence/inspection of premises)
– freezing order (no removal of assets from the
jurisdiction)
– seizure or delivery up of suspected infringing products
– preliminary injunction
– production of evidence

• Ex-parte decisions possible if justified
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Potential Disadvantages of UPC
• Risk of central revocation
– patent can be revoked across whole territory of UPC
based on a single decision

• Concerns about inexperienced judges in some
divisions
– hopefully a temporary concern
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Conclusions: Out or In?
• Reasons to opt out
– risk of central revocation
– uncertainty over new courts/judges
• Reasons not to opt out
– central enforcement
– early users will shape case law?
• Many companies contemplating a mix of approaches for
different patents, depending on their value and likelihood of
litigation
• Opt out valuable patents?
– opt back in later if to enforce?
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Alternative Filing Strategies
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Long Term Planning
• Ability to opt out is only a transitional provision
• Will confidence have grown in the UPC system by end of
transitional period?
– time for courts to settle down
– time to establish different characteristics (if any) of
different divisions
– first few cases will be watched closely
• If you don’t want to take that risk, what alternatives are
available?
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National Filings
• UPC will ultimately have jurisdiction for all patents granted
by the EPO
– not patents granted by individual national patent offices
in Europe
• Most EP patents are currently only validated in DE, FR, GB
• Consider filing nationally (e.g. in DE, FR, GB) instead of
filing at the EPO
• Cost of 3-5 national applications  1 x EPO application
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National Filings
• Generally harmonised patent law across Europe, but may
obtain different patent scope in different countries
• National prosecution often faster/easier than the EPO
– no substantive examination in e.g. FR, IT, ES, CZ, BE
– PPH is a realistic option in some countries (unlike EPO)
– all countries now allow post grant amendment
• Avoid central revocation in EPO opposition and UPC
• National route not available via PCT in some EP countries
(e.g. BE, FR, IE, IT, NL)
– national applications must be filed within 12 months of
priority application rather than 30/31 months
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National and EP Filings
• For an important case, file at EPO and also in some
European national offices
– avoid risk of central revocation in important countries
• Prosecute both and decide later which to keep
• Beware of double patenting problems
– e.g. UK national patent will be automatically revoked if it
claims the same subject matter as the corresponding
EP(GB) patent
– if GB designation is dropped from the EP before grant,
then this is avoided - decide at EP allowance which to
keep
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UPC Revocation Actions
vs
EPO Oppositions
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UPC or Opposition
• Will the arrival of the new UPC revocation action
spell the end of the EPO opposition?
– probably not…
– advantages and disadvantages of each option
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UPC vs EPO Opposition
EPO Opposition

UPC Revocation Action

Up to 9 months after grant

Lifetime of patent

Revocation of entire EP patent (38
countries)

Revocation in UPC countries (up to
25 countries)

Official fee 785 Eur

Official fee 20,000 Eur

Validity only

Counterclaim for infringement
possible

Grounds – patent eligibility, novelty,
inventive step, sufficiency, added
matter

Grounds – same as for opposition
plus entitlement, national prior rights

Typically 2 years to decision

Predicted ~14 months to decision

Generally considered to be less
aggressive than litigation,
acceptable against companies that
you want to work with?
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UPC and EPO Opposition?
• Can file both EPO opposition and UPC revocation action
– can file one while other is pending
– can file UPC revocation after completion of unsuccessful
EPO opposition
– no estoppel – can run the same attacks again
– revocation by either UPC or EPO is trump card
– UPC can request acceleration of EPO opposition
– UPC action may be stayed if EPO opposition pending
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For More Information:

http://www.finnegan.com/unifiedpatentcourt/

https://prosecutionfirstblog.com/
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Thank You
Hazel Ford, Ph.D.
Finnegan Europe, LLP
16 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7EG
United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7864 2820
hazel.ford@finnegan.com

Leythem A. Wall
Finnegan Europe, LLP
16 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7EG
United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7864 2814
leythem.wall@finnegan.com
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Speaker Information
Hazel Ford has extensive experience drafting and
prosecuting patent applications at the European Patent
Office (EPO), particularly in the field of biotechnology,
including antibodies, vaccines, genes and proteins, and
pharmaceuticals related to drug formulation, diagnostics,
and new administration regimes. Dr. Ford also has
experience coordinating patent proceedings
internationally.
Leythem Wall is a chartered UK and European patent
attorney. His practice involves patent drafting, prosecution,
opinions on infringement and validity, freedom-to-operate,
and UK and pan-European pre-litigation strategy including
detailed advice on the proposed Unified Patent Court. Mr
Wall has extensive experience in EPO oppositions and
appeals including representation in oral proceedings.
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Disclaimer
These materials have been prepared solely for educational and
entertainment purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S. and
European intellectual property law. These materials reflect only the
personal views of the authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is
understood that each case is fact specific, and that the appropriate
solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials may or may not
be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the authors, Finnegan,
Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe
LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either
philosophically or as representatives of their various present and future
clients to the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation of
these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client relationship
with these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these
materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for
which any liability is disclaimed.
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